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If U is an n-dimensional subspace of C[a, b] and w is a positive, continuous 
function on [a, b], the Hobby-Rice theorem asserts that there exist points 
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for all u E CL It is shown that for the canonical set {x, I,“!, to contain n points and 
be unique for all admissible w, it is necessary and sufficient that li satisfy the 
WT-property and the splitting property (i.e., if UE U and u ~0 on [c. d] where 
a < c < d < b, then UX~~,~, E U). A new proof is given for the previously known result 
that for the canonical set to contain n points, be unique, and have full rank relative 
to U for all admissible W, it is necessary and sufficient hat LJ be an A-space. For 
a #T-space II with the splitting property, the canonical sets for MT-extensions of 
U are shown to interlace with the canonical set for (i, and a formula for the rank 
of canonical sets for CJ is given. In addition, it is shown that every A-space on an 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following theorem of Hobby and Rice [ 1, lo] plays a fundamental 
role in the theory of L’-approximation. Let U be an n-dimensional 
subspace of L’( [a, b], v) where v is a positive, finite, nonatomic Bore1 
measure. Then there exist points a = x0 < x, < . . . < x,,, < x, + , = b such 
that m <n and 
y,’ (- l)jj.X’ udv=O (1.1) 
.x, I 
for all u E U. In this paper, we shall be concerned with subspaces U of 
C[a, b] and measures v of the form dv = w dp where ,U denotes Lebesgue 
measure and w is in the class C+ of positive continuous functions on 
[a, 61. In this case, we call {x,},“= I a w-canonical set for U. 
For WEC+, let C,[u, 61 denote the space of continuous real-valued 
functions on [a, 61 endowed with the w-weighted L’-norm: 11 S /ILV = 
ji 1 f 1 w dp. One of the main consequences of the Hobby-Rice theorem 
arises in the possibility of finding best 11. II,-approximations to certain 
functions in C,[u, 61 from U by interpolating on a w-canonical set (see 
[ 12, Appendix B]). In this vein, three questions naturally arise regarding 
the nature of the w-canonical sets. In the first place, when do the 
w-canonical sets consist of n points? Micchelli [9] showed that if U is an 
n-dimensional weak Chebyshev ( WT-) space (that is, each element of U has 
at most n - 1 sign changes in (a, b)), then all w-canonical sets for U contain 
n points (w E C + ). Later, Kroo [4] established a converse of Micchelli’s 
result. Specifically, if U is not a WT-space, then for some w E Cf there is 
a w-canonical set for U containing less than n-points. Thus only the 
WT-spaces have “full” w-canonical sets for all w E C+. 
Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space, WE C+, and {x,}~= 1 be a 
w-canonical set for U. If f is in the convexity cone C(U) of U (that is, 
U + sp (f} is a WT-space), then every best I/ . /I ,,,-approximation to S from 
U interpolates fat the points xi (1 <j < n; see [ 12, Appendix B] ). We shall 
call the dimension of UI f.x,ly=, the rank of the w-canonical set {x,},“= , . The 
other two questions were raised by Pinkus [ 12, p. 2111. When is the 
w-canonical set unique and when does it have rank n? The second question 
addresses the ability to interpolate on w-canonical sets and thus to find 
best II . I( ,-approximations to functions in C(U) by interpolation. The ques- 
tion of uniqueness addresses the possibility of finding w-canonical sets via 
iterative or perturbative methods. To this end, Sommer [161 showed that 
if a WT-space U is a uniqueness space in C, [a, b] (w E C+ ; that is, every 
f E C[u, b] has a unique best 11. )I,-approximation from U), then the 
w-canonical set for U is unique and has full rank. Also, Micchelli [9] gave 
a sufficient condition based on C(U) for the uniqueness and the full rank of 
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the w-canonical set. Recently, Kroo [6] obtained a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a WT-space to have locally unique w-canonical sets for all 
w E C + (see Proposition 4.1) and a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the w-canonical set for a WT-space to be unique and of full rank for all 
w E C+. More recently, the authors [7] proved that Krob’s latter condition 
is equivalent to the A-property. The remaining open problem is that of 
characterizing those subspaces whose w-canonical sets are globally unique 
for all wEC+. 
The first major result of this paper completely characterizes the n-dimen- 
sional spaces that have unique w-canonical sets consisting of II points for 
all w E C+. Our characterization is based on the “ingredients” of the 
A-property which we now define. We say that a finite dimensional subspace 
U of C[a, b] satisfies the A-property or is an A-space if for all UE U\(O) 
and continuous (T: [a, b]\Z(u) -+ { - 1, l} there exists u E U\ (0) such that 
u = 0 p-a.e. on Z(U) and (TD > 0 on [a, 61 \Z(u). Throughout this paper, 
Z(u)= (XE [a, b] : u(x)=O} and Z(U)={x~[a,b]:u(x)=O for all 
u E U}. The A-property became a focal point in the study of uniqueness of 
best L’-approximation. Specifically, a finite dimensional subspace U of 
C[a, b] is a uniqueness space in C, [a, 61 for all w E C + if and only if U 
satisfies the A-property (see [3, 5, 11, 131). In [ll, 121, Pinkus gave a 
“spline-like” structural characterization of the A-spaces, and, quite recently, 
Li [8] obtained a considerable simplification of Pinkus’ result which we 
now describe. We say that U satisfies the splitting property provided that 
if u E U and u = 0 on [c, d] where a <c < d< b, then UX[~,~,, UX[~,~] E U 
where xJ denotes the characteristic function of Jc [a, b]. We say that U 
satisfies the decomposition property if z E Z( U) n (a, b) implies that 
u = u,,,, @ u[:,b] where UJ= {UE U: u=O on [a, b]\J} for JG [a, b]. 
The Pinkus-Li characterization is as follows. A finite dimensional subspace 
U of C[a, b] is an A-space if and only if it satisfies the WT-, splitting, and 
decomposition properties. Our first result is as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let U be an n-dimensional subspace of C[a, b]. Then 
(a) the w-canonical sets for U contain n points for all w E C+ if and 
only if U satisfies the WT-property, 
(b) the w-canonical set for U contains n points and is unique for all 
w E C+ if and only if U satisfies the WT- and splitting properties. 
(c) the w-canonical set for U contains n points, is unique, and has rank 
n for all w E C+ if and only if U satisfies the WT-, splitting, and decomposi- 
tion properties (that is, U is an A-space). 
Thus we completely answer Pinkus’ queries for varying weight functions. 
Actually, Theoem 1.1 is somewhat overstated as (b) is new whereas (a) and 
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(c) were previously known (see [4, 6, 7, 93). New and simple proofs of (a) 
and (c) will be given in this paper. 
The spaces in (b), the WT-spaces satisfying the splitting property, 
include the A-spaces and those spaces of the form U= {uw: v E V} where 
V is an A-space and w is a nonnegative continuous function on C[a, b] 
where Z(w) is nowhere dense. However, there are WT-spaces with the 
splitting property that are not continuously weighted A-space. The study of 
WT-spaces with the splitting property may lend insight into I/./I ~) 
approximation from A-spaces where w is allowed to vanish only on 
nowhere dense sets. As such, we establish two properties of these spaces 
which are intimately involved in the proof of Theorem 1 .l. The first is an 
interlacing result for the w-canonical set for a WT-space U with the 
splitting property and the w-canonical sets for any WT-extension of U. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] with the 
s$Fz;z;perty. Let w E C +, {xj}~= 1be the w-canonical set for U, and 
= b. If V is an (n + 1)-dimensional WT-space that contains 
a and (y,};!: ‘is a w-canonical set for V, then xi-, < y, < xj (1 <j < n + 1). 
Theorem 1.2 is sharp in that one cannot obtain strict interlacing and the 
absence of the splitting property does not yield the interlacing result in the 
given form. In Section 2, we shall prove Theorem 1.2 and sufficiency in 
Theorem l.lb and demonstrate the stated sharpness of Theorem 1.1. 
Our next result provides a formula for the rank of a w-canonical set for 
a WT-space with the splitting property. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] with the 
splitting property, w E C + , and {xj}J’=, be the w-canonical set for U. If 
Z(U) r\ (x, >y=, consists of k points, then {x, }r= , has rank n - k. 
In particular, the only way in which a w-canonical set for a WT-space 
with the splitting property can fail to have full rank is if it contains com- 
mon zeros of the space U. Not surprisingly, sufficiency in Theorem 1 .lc 
follows readily from Theorem 1.3. In Section 3, we prove these as well as 
Theorem 1. la. 
The literature on uniqueness of best approximations contains numerous 
articles on the barycentric dimension of sets of best approximations (see 
[4, 151, and references therein). The following corollary is an application 
of Theorem 1.3 and the relation between best I/. II .,-approximation and 
interpolation. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] with 
the splitting property, w E C +, and {xi};=, be the w-canonical set for U. If 
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Z(U) n {xj}J’=, consists of k points, then for every f E C(U), the set of best 
II.11 ,-approximations to f from U has barycentric dimension k or less. 
In Section 4, we establish necessity in Theorem 1. lb, c. 
Much of the discussion above involved WT-extensions of a WT-space U 
(that is, nontrivial elements of C(U)). The concept of extending spaces with 
a given property has garnered considerable attention. Specifically, 
extension of n-dimensional Chebyshev (T-) spaces (that is, no nontrivial 
element can have more than n - 1 zeros) to (n + 1)-dimensional T-spaces 
was established by Zielke [ 18, 191 and Zalik [20]. In Section 5, we prove 
the extension result for A-spaces. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let U be an n-dimensional A-space in C[a, b]. Then there 
exists fcC[a, b] such that U@sp{f} . zs an (n + 1)-dimensional A-space. 
2. INTERLACING RESULT 
In this section, we prove sufficiency in Theorem l.lb and Theorem 1.2 
and demonstrate the sharpness of Theorem 1.2. In fact, we establish a 
lemma which yields both results in very simple fashions. 
Before proceeding, we recall some terminology, notations, and two 
fundamental theorems on WT-spaces that are used throughout this paper. 
For r a positive integer, let A,=A,(a, b)= {(x,),‘=, :a<~,< ... <x,<bj. 
We say that a real-valued function u on [a, b] changes sign weakly on 
(xj)j=IEA,iffory=Oor 1, (-l)jfY~>Oon [x,,x,+,] (06jGr)where 
x0 = a and x,, i = b. Also, if ui, . . . . U, are functions on [a, b] and 
x,, . . . . X,E [a, b], denote 
q::::::::g 
=det[~i(xj)]$=r. 
The following result appears in Zielke [19, p. 121. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. An n-dimensional subspace U of C[a, b] is a 
WT-space if and only if any one of the following equivalent conditions hold: 
1. If {u~}?,~ is a basis for CT, then for y = 1 or - I, 
u 
YD 
1, . . . . u, 
( ) 
20 
Xl 9 . . . . XH 
for all (x,),“= 1 E A,. 
2. If (xi&‘:: E A,-, , there exists u E U\ { 0} that changes sign weakly 
on (xj)yIi. 
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Actually, more characterizations of WT-spaces exist; we have stated 
only those that we shall use. The second theorem we cite is due to 
Stockenberg [17] and regards the number of certain zeros of functions in 
a WT-space. If U is a subspace of C[a, b], we say that a point XE [a, b] 
is essential (with respect o U) if x # Z(U). Also, if u E C[a, b], we say that 
a set x,< ... < xk of zeros of u are separated if u & 0 on (xi, x,, ,) 
(1 <i<k- 1). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] and 
UEU. If x,-c a.. <x, are essential, separated zeros of u, then u E 0 on 
[a, x, ] or on [xn, b J. In particular, if u E U has n essential zeros in (a, b), 
then u has a zero interval. 
Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] with the splitting 
property. Fix w E C+, and let 
a=x,<x,< .., <x,,<x,,+,=b 





for all u E U. That is, {all;=, is a w-canonical set for U. Now let 
a=yo-=v6 .‘. <Ym<Y*+l =b 
and rsz= (- 1)’ on [y,,y,+,) (O<j<‘m), where 
1 
b 
ozuw du=O (2.2) 0 
for all u E U. Since U is a WT-space, m > n. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] with the 
splitting property, and let (x,).J’=, and (y,),Y= , be as above. Then yj f xi 
(16j6n)andy,+,~,~x,+,_i(1~~~n). 
Proof: The second set of inequalities follows from the first set by 
reversing the interval. 
Suppose that the first set of inequalities is false. Let i be the first index 
in { 1, . . . . n} where yi > xi. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that y, = xk (1 6 k f i - 1). By Proposition 2.1(2), we 
can find UE U\(O) so that o,udO on [a, xi) and o,u30 on [xi, b). Now 
al(o,--a,)>0 and a,-~~=0 on [a,xi). So (o,-o,)u>O, and since 
s ~b(q-q)uwdu=O, 
640/68/Z-3 
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(oi-a,)u=O. Sincey,>xi and y,=xk (O<k<i-I), oi-(~~ is nonzero 
on [xi, xi + E) for some E > 0, and thus u = 0 on [xi, xi+ E]. By the 
splitting property, UXC U.X,l~ uX[r,,b] E u. Since a,(a,+a*)BO, 
(0, +~J~)ux~~..~,~~O and (cl +a,)u~~~,,b~~O. But by (2.1) and (2.2), 
and it follows that (a, + (T*) UX[~,~,, ~0 and (a, + cr2) u~t~,,~, 0. So 
(a, + cr2) u=O. It now follows that u=O, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. Suppose that y, < xk for some 1 <k<i-1. Choose 
jE { 1, . ..) i-l} so that yi<x, and y,=xk(j+l<k<i-1). Since Ucon- 
tains an (n - l)-dimensional WT-space (see [ 19, p. 31]), Proposition 2.1(2) 
yields u E U\ (0) such that 0~~30 on [a,x,)u [xi,b) and G,u<O on 
[x,, xi). Since 0, -(TV =O on [xi, x,), (a, - a2) u 20. As in Case 1, 
(a,-a,)u=O. But c,-c2 is nonzero on (x,-e, xi) u (xi, xi+ E) for 
some E > 0, and thus u = 0 on this set. By the splitting property, u~t~,+~, , 
u~~x,,-~zl’ uXCx,,bl E U. As in Case 1, (a, + cZ) UX~~,+,~ = ((T, + c2) UX[~,,.~,, = 
(al+a2)uif[x,,b]E 0 so that (a, + c2) u = 0, and u = 0, a contradiction. 1 
Lemma 2.3 provides a very simple proof of sufficiency in Theorem l.lb. 
Proof of sufficiency for Theorem 1.1 b. We let U be an n-dimensional 
WT-space in C[a, 61 with the splitting property and w E Ct. Let (xj)J= ,, 
( y,),“, , E A,, be w-canonical sets for U. Particularly, (2.1) and (2.2) hold 
where m=n. By Lemma2.3, y,<x, (l<j<n) and ~~+i-.~>x~+,-,~ 
(1 <j< n). That is, yi = x, (1 <j < n), and the w-canonical set for U is 
unique. 1 
In a similar fashion, the interlacing result evolves. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We apply Lemma 2.3 where m = n + 1. Then 
yj<xj (l<j<n+l) and yn+2-j~~,+1~j (l<j<n+l). (Note that 
y, + , < x,, , = b and y, > x,, = a.) The latter inequality becomes 
y,bxi-, (l<idn+l) by letting i=n+2-j. 1 
We conclude this section with two examples. The first demonstrates that 
we cannot obtain strict interlacing in Theorem 1.2 even if U is an A-space, 
and the second shows that we cannot remove the splitting property in 
Theorem 1.2. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a < c < b and U be an n-dimensional A-space in 
C[a, b] where u = 0 on [c, b] for all u E U. Evidently, the l-canonical set 
{x,}Jn_, for U is contained in the interval (a, c). Let f E C[a, b] where f = 0 
on [a, c] and f > 0 on (c, b). Then V= U 0 sp {f } is a WT-extension of U. 
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In fact, V is an A-space. The l-canonical set for V is {xj}~~~ where 
X ?I+1 E (c, b) and J:“+‘fdp = Ii”+,fd+ Hence, strict interlacing fails. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let U=.sp(u,} where u,~C[0,4], u-0 on [1,2]u 
[3,4], u>O on (0, l)u(2,3), and J~~,d~=J~u,d~. Clearly, U is a 
WT-space that does not satisfy the splitting property and the l-canonical 
sets for U are of the form {x, } where 1 6x, ~2. Let V= sp(u,, Q} where 
u2 E 0 on [0, 31 and u2 > 0 on (3,4). Then V is a WT-extension of U, and 
the l-canonical sets for V are of the form {x,, x2} where 1 6 x1 6 2 and x2 
is the unique point in (3,4) where j;’ uzdp = jz, uldp. Now { 1 } and 
{ 2, x2 } are l-canonical sets for U and V, respectively, that fail to interlace. 
The authors do not know whether for an arbitrary WT-space there 
exists a w-canonical set that interlaces with the w-canonical sets for its 
WT-extensions (w E C + ). 
3. RANK OF THE W-CANONICAL SETS 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3 after a short development during 
which the proof of Theorem l.la arises. In addition, sufficiency in 
Theorem 1. ic results. 
We first give a lemma that identifies when a set of points is a w-canonical 
set for a space U and some weight function w E Cc. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let U be an n-dimensional subspace of C[a, b], and let 
(xj),“= 1E A, where 0 <k < n. Then {xi};= 1 is a w-canonical set for U for 
some wEC+ if and only if there does not exist v E U\ (0) that changes ign 
weakly on (x,),“= 1 . 
ProoJ: If such a u E U\ (0) does exist, then (1.1) clearly fails for u = v 
and all dv = w d,u( w E C + ). 
To prove the other direction, we use a proposition on moments (see 
c4, 131). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V be a finite dimensional subspace of L” [a, b]. rf 
V does not contain a nontrivial element hat is nonnegative p-a.e., then there 
exists w E C+ so that ji uw d,u = 0 for ail u E V. 
We suppose that there is no v E U\ (0) that changes sign weakly on 
lxj)Tc 1. Define o:[a,b]-+{-l,l} by o=(-l)j on [xi,xicl) 
(O<iik-1) and 0=(-1)~ on [xkrxk+,], where x,,=a and xk+,=b. 
By hypothesis the space oU contains no nontrivial element that is non- 
negative p-a.e., and thus by Proposition 3.2 there exists w E C+ so that 
st ~UW dp = 0 for all u E U. That is, { x,}r= , is a w-canonical set for U. 
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We remark here that Theorem l.la follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 
and Proposition 2.1. 
Our next lemma gives further insight into the w-canonical sets for 
WT-spaces. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b]. Then 
{(xj)r=,EAn: {xj}r=I is a w-canonical set for U for some w E C+ } is an 
open subset of A,, E R”. 
Proof: Assume this set is not open in A,, . Then there exist i+ E C + , a 
G-canonical set (x,)J= , E A, for U, and a sequence (x,“),“= , E A, (k = 1, 2, . ...) 
such that xi” + xj (1 <j 6 n) and each (XT),“= 1 is not a w-canonical set for 
any WEC+. By Lemma 3.1, for each k there is a vk E U\ (0) with 
I/ vk I/ oc = 1 such that vk changes sign weakly on (x,“);= 1. ( I(. 11 o. denotes the 
uniform norm over [a, b].) We may assume that vk + v uniformly where 
v E U\ {0}, and it follows that v changes sign weakly on (xi),“=, contrary to 
Lemma 3.1. 1 
Our final lemma in the development of Theorem 1.3 is a precursor of this 
theorem. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] with the 
splitting property and w E C+. If (xi);=, E A,, is the w-canonical set for U and 
has rank less than n, then Z(U) n { xj}J’=, # 125. 
To prove Lemma 3.4, we need a result of Li [S] regarding splitting of 
certain subspaces of WT-spaces. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] and 
a 6 c < z < d< 6. Zf z E Z( U,,;,,)\Z( U), then LJ,,;,, = U,,:z, 0 UCz,~,. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Assume that (xi),“= I has rank less than n. 
Thus dim UI I.r,l;=, <n, and thus there exists v E U\ (0) such that 
v(x,) = 0 (1 <j< n). Now assume that Z(U) n {x,};= I = 0. By Proposi- 
tion 2.2, v necessarily vanishes on an interval. By the splitting property and 
since dim U < 00, we may assume that v E UJ where J is a closed subinter- 
val of [a, b] and v has no zero intervals in J. If some x, E Z( U.,) n Int J, 
then by Proposition 3.5, U, splits. Thus we have closed intervals 
Gi < . . . Q G, contained in J where v E U,, @ . , . @ Uo,, v has no zero 
intervals in G,(l<i<s), and Z(U,,)nIntG,n(x,),“=,=@(l<i6n). 
Now each U,, is a WT-space (see [7,8]), and # (Int Gin {xi};=, ) >, 
dim U,, for otherwise Int Gin {xj}T= i would be a w-canonical set for UG, 
with fewer than dim Uo, points contrary to Theorem l.la. But now 
Int Gi n { x,}J’= 1 constitutes dim UG, or more essential, separated zeros 
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of uxG, E U,, , where vxc, has no zero intervals in Gj . This violates Proposi- 
tion 2.2, and a contradiction is reached. g 
We are now prepared to prove Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We are given w E Ci and a w-canonical set 
{x,}J’=, for U containing precisely k points in Z(U). Without loss of 
generality, x, , . . . . x,EZ(U) and xk+, , . . . . . r,$Z(U)(l <k<n- 1). The 
case for k = 0 is contained in Lemma 3.4. Assume that dim U 1 l,x,j;=k+, = 
dim UI i.T,);=, <n-k. Since U is a WT-space with the splitting property, 
the w-canonical set for U is unique. Thus each xi $ Int Z(U). Using this 
and Lemma 3.3, we can find XT (1 <i< k) and $ E C+ so that 
{x:, ..., x,*, xk + 1, ..., xn> is the G-canonical set for U and is disjoint with 
Z(U). By Lemma 3.4, {x:, . . . . x,*, xk+ ,, . . . . x,} has rank n. But since 
dim UI {.x,};=, <n-k, (XT ,..., x,*,x k+ , , . . . . x,} has rank less than n, a 
contradiction. 1 
We now turn our attention to the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 1.1~. 
Sufficiency traces back to Sommer Cl63 in a considerably different fashion. 
Proof of sufficiency for Theorem 1.1~. We assume that U is an A-space; 
that is, it satisfies the WT-, splitting, and decomposition properties. Let 
w E C+. By sufficiency in Theorem l.la, b, there is a unique w-canonical set 
(xi),“=, for U. We show that (x,);=, has rank n. Assume it has rank less 
than n. By Lemma 3.4, some X;E Z( U), and by the decomposition 
property, u = %, x,l 0 us,, bl. Now (x,)1: : is a w-canonical set for 
UC a,x,l and {~,>i"=,+, is a w-canonical set for U,,,;, . But i- 1 <dim U,,,,, 
or n - i < dim U,,, bl which is a contradiction in view of Theorem l.la and 
the fact that U,,,,, and UC.s,b, are WT-spaces [7, 81. 1 
4. NECESSITY FOR THEOREM l.lb,c 
In Theorem 1.1 it remains to prove necessity in (b) and (c), and we do 
so in this section. We use a result of Krob [6] that characterized those 
WT-spaces that have locally unique w-canonical sets. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b]. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) for all wEC+, the w-canonical sets are locally unique; 
(b) given a=x,<x, < ... <x,<x,+, =b, wheren-r+ 1 of the 
points in {x,};=, are contained in common zero intervals of r linearly 
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independent functions in U (1~ r < n), there exists v E U\ {0} that changes 
sign weakly on {x,};= , . 
Kroo [6] enquired whether condition (b) is sufficient for global unique- 
ness. In the next theorem, we show that this is indeed the case. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b]. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) for all WEC+, the w-canonical sets are unique; 
(b) for all w E C+, the w-canonical sets are locally unique; 
(c) given a=x,,<x,< ... <x,<x,+l=b, where n-r+1 of the 
points in {xj>y= 1 are contained in common zero intervals of r linearly 
independent functions in U( 1 < r f n), there exists v E U\ (0) that changes 
sign weakly on {xi};= , ; 
(d) U satisfies the splitting property. 
Necessity in Theorem l.lb follows readily from Theorems 1. la and 4.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Proposition 4.1 yields the equivalence of (b) and 
(c), while it is clear that (a) implies (b). Further, sufficiency in 
Theorem l.lb provides that (d) implies (a). Thus, we need only prove that 
(c) implies (d). We assume that U is a WT-space and that condition (c) 
holds, and establish that U satisfies the splitting property. 
Let ge U\(O) where g=O on [c,d] (a<c<d<b). Let I/= 
{u E U : u = 0 on [c, d] > and let W complement I/ in U. Since g E V, 
dim V=k>l and dim W=dimX\(,,,=n-k. Choose a set S,E(a,c)u 
(d, b) of k points and a set S2 2 (c, d) of n - k points where dim T/I sI = k 
and dim Wj,,=n-k. Write S1= {yj}~=,u{yj}~=r+l (k=n-u+v) and 
s2= {Yj)T=u+l (n-k=u-v), where a<y,< ... <y,<c<y,+,< ... < 
yr<d<yr+l< ... <y,<b. Now choose bases (u~}~=~u{u~}~=,+~ for V
and {ui}y=v+l for W satisfying 
ui(Yj) = 6, (i= 1, . . . . v, p+ 1, . . . . n;j= 1, . . . . n) (4.1) 
and 
ui(Yj) = 6ij (i,j= v + 1, . . . . p), (4.2) 
where 6, denotes the Kronecker delta function. 
It suffices to prove that ui= 0 on [c, b] (1 < i6 v) and ui=O on 
[a, d] (11 + 1~ id n). We prove the first; the second is similar. 
Fix 1 < i < v. Observe that 
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and by Proposition 2.1, 
D 
UI > “‘, u, 
( 1 
20 
t1 > ‘..f t, 
(4.3) 
for all ( ti);= 1 E A,. Furthermore, 
ui(x) = D 
24, ) . ..) ui, . ..) un 
’ Y, 9 . ..7 x, . ..) yn 
and by (4.3) ui changes sign weakly on { yjj;= ,,jz ;. 
Now c and yj (j= 1, . . . . n;j# i) constitute n points in (a, b) of which 
n-k+ 1 ofthem (c, yV+,, . . . . y,) lie in a common zero interval of k linearly 
independent functions in U (ul, . . . . u,, U@ + r, . . . . u,). By Proposition 4.1, 
there exists v E U\ {O> that changes sign weakly on the set {c} u 
{Y,j}J=,,j+i. But V(yi)=O (j= 1, ...) n, j # i), and since { u,}T= I is a basis for 
U, (4.1) and (4.2) imply that v = clui for some CI # 0. Hence, ui changes sign 
weakly on {c} u (yj}S=,,jzi. 
Since Ui changes sign weakly on { y,}r= ,, j+i and on {c} u { y,}r= ,, jri, it 
now follows that ui E 0 on [c, 61. 1 
Before proving necessity for Theorem l.lc, we establish a lemma that is 
of interest in itself. As with Li’s result, Proposition 3.5, it gives a condition 
under which a WT-space decomposes. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let U be an n-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b] and 
zEZ(U)n(a,b).If,foreverywEC+, z is not contained in a w-canonical set 
for u, then U= U,,;, 0 UCz,61. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of necessity for Theorem l.lb. 
Choose a<y,< ... <yr<z<y,+,< ... <y,,<b so that dim Ul(Y,jY=,=n 
and the basis (ui}~=, for U satisfying u,(x,)=~, (i,j= 1, . . . . n). For fixed 
1~ i< r, the argument above shows that ui changes sign weakly on 
{ yj};, r, j+r. However, by hypothesis, {z} u { yj}J!, ,,i+i is not a w-canoni- 
cal set for U for any WEC+, and by Lemma 3.1 some v E U\ (0 > changes 
sign weakly on {z} u { y,}Jn= r jzi. As above, ui changes sign weakly on this 
set. Thus ui= 0 on [z, b]. Similarly, ui- 0 on [a, z] (r + 1 d i<n), and 
Lemma 4.3 follows. 1 
Proof of necessity for Theorem 1. lc. We assume that for every w E C +, 
the w-canonical set for U contains n points, is unique, and has rank n. By 
Theorem l.la, b, U satisfies the WT- and splitting properties. To prove the 
decomposition property, let z E Z(U) n (a, 6). Since every w-canonical set 
for U has rank n, z is not in any w-canonical set for U(w E C+ ), and by 
Lemma 4.3, U= U,,;, @ Ucz,h,. Thus U satisfies the decomposition 
property. a 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
In this section, we prove the extension result Theorem 1.5 for A-spaces. 
Actually, we prove an extension result for nondecomposing A-spaces from 
which Theorem 1.5 readily follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let U be an n-dimensional A-space in C[a, b] where 
Z(U) n (a, b) = 0. Then there exists f E C[a, b] such that 
(4 f(a)=0 
(b) f(b)=OifbEZ(U) 
(cl UOspIfI is an (n + 1 )-dimensional A-space in C[a, b] . 
To see that Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem 5.1, the decomposition 
property for an A-space U in C[a, b] allows us to write 
u= U,,@ . . . 0 U,, where J,, . . . . J, are closed intervals, J, d . . . 6 J,, and 
Z( U,) n Int Ji = (21 (1 6 i< r). Each U,, is an A-space. Applying 
Theorem 5.1 to U,, yields f~ C(Ji) which is an A-space extension of U,. 
Parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.1 allow us to extend f continuously to 
[a, b] by f= 0 on [a, b]\J, and the result is easily seen to be an A-space 
extension of U. 
To prove Theorem 5.1, we first isolate an extension lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let U be an n-dimensional subspace of C[a, b] (n > 2) 
satisfying the T-property on (a, b), and let a < c < 6. Then there exists 
f E C[a, b] such that 
(a) f=Oon [a,~] 
(b) fICr.b,E Ulcr,b, 
Cc) UOSP{f > is an (n + 1)-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b]. 
Proof. Consider the Gauss transformation Lk : U + C[a, b] by 
(Lku)(x) = j” u(s) k e-k2(S-X)2/2 ds. 
a Jr;t 
From [2, p. 151, L,u + u pointwise on (a, b) as k + cc for all UE U and 
Uk : = ( Lku : u E U} is an n-dimensional extended Chebyshev (ET-) space 
on (a, 6). Let { ui}l, r be a basis for U. 
For fixed k, select g, E U,\ (0) so that gk(c) = g;(c) = . . = gr- *j(c) = 0 
and write 
g,= f: tqLkUi, 
r=, 
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where maxi,,<, IG$/ = 1. Let fk=gkXCc,h,. By Theorem 17.1, p. 72, in 
Zielke [19], U,&sp(fk} is an (n + I)-dimensional WT-space in C[a, b]. 
(To lit Zielke’s condition, we would first need to extract a basis for U 
which is a Markoff system on (a, b). This is possible.) Now extract a 
subsequence and relabel so that IX: -+ cli (1 <i< n) as k -+ co where 
rnaxlGjGn ICI,/ = 1. Let 
g= i aju; 
i= I 
Since gk + g pointwise on (a, 6) and n 2 2, g(c) = 0 so that f~ C[a, b] . 
Now (a) and (b) are clear. For (c), maxiGiGn Iclil = 1 implies that g f 0, 
and since U is a T-space in (a, b), f & 0. Again since U is a T-space on 
(a, b), U+sp(j’} has dimension n+ 1, and that U@sp{f} is a WT-space 
fOllOWS from the fact that Uk @Sp{fk} iS a WT-space, the POintWiSe 
convergences LkUj -+ ui and fk -f on (a, b), and Proposition 2.1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let U be an n-dimensional A-space in C[a, b] 
where Z(U)n((a,b)=@. Let a=d,<d,< ... <d,<d,+l=b be the 
endpoints of zero intervals of elements of U. Pinkus [ 11, 121 has proven 
that there are only finitely many such points and that UI (<,,, d ,,l is a 
T-space (0 < i < /). We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose dim U / cd,,hj = 1. Choose g E U so that g & 0 on (d,, 6). 
Define f e C[a, b] by 
f(x) = (X-d,) g(X) X[d,, b] (Xl. 
Evidently,f~C[a,b],f(a)=0,andf(b)=Oifg(b)=O.Let a=U@sp(f). 
Since UI (d,, b) is a l-dimensional T-space, g does not vanish on (d,, b), and 
thus 01 (4, b) = g I(& 6) sp { 1, x - d, } is a 2-dimensional T-space. Thus 
dim 0 = n + 1. If I = 0, zi is a T-space on (a, b) and therefore is an A-space. 
Suppose 12 1. Clearly, Z( 8) n (a, b) = @ and 0 satisfies the splitting 
property. To show that 0 is a WT-space, suppose that iie 6\(O) has a 
strong alternation of length n + 2. Since g(d,) # 0, we can replace ii by 
ii + sg for E # 0 and sufficiently small and thus assume that B(d,) # 0. Thus 
we may assume that d, is one of the n + 2 points of strong alternation of 
II. Thus the number of points of this strong alternation in [a, d,] is at least 
n + 1 or the number of points of this strong alternation in [d,, b] is at 
least 3. Either way, we obtain a contradiction since U is an n-dimensional 
WT-space and B 1 rd,, b1 is a 2-dimensional WT-space. Thus 6 is a 
WT-space, and by the Pinkus-Li result [S, 11, 121, 8 is an A-space. 
Case 2. We suppose that dim UI cd,, b, > 2. Let ci = di (0 < i < I), 
d/cc,+, <b, and c[+~= b. By Lemma 5.2, select fe C[a, h] so that 
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(a) f- 0 on [Ia, cl+ ,I 
(b) fl~c,+,.6,~ Ul~r,+,,h, 
(c) UJCs,hlO~~{flCr,,b,}i~a WT-spaceofdimensionl+dimU(Cc,,b,. 
We induct on 1 to prove that 0 : = U@ sp {f} is an (n + l)-dimensional 
A-space in C[a, 61. By (c), dim ir= n + 1. For 0, the decomposition 
properly holds vacuously and the splitting property is obvious. It remains 
to show that ii satisfies the WT-property. For I = 0, (c) implies that 0 is 
a WT-space and thus is an A-space. 
Let q=dim UICc,,b,. Since UJ cc,,b3 is an A-space of dimension yl, the 
induction hypothesis implies that 0 ) rc, h, is an (q + 1 )-dimensional 
A-space. To prove that 0 is a WT-space, we use Proposition 2.1 and thus 
show that if (x~);= I E A,, then there is a DE ti\ {0} that changes sign 
weakly on X= { x,>J= , If dim UI x < n, then some u E U\ (0) vanishes on 
X and the definition of the A-property yields a v E U\ { 0} G o\ { 0} that 
changes sign weakly on X. Thus we consider only the case where 
dim Ul,=n. 
Let AL = { XE A,, : dim U I x = n}. Evidently, AL is open in R”. Hereafter, 
we use the symbol X for the n-tuple (xj)l= I and its range (xj}~= r. No 
confusion will result. 
For X= (x,)7= 1 E A;, let vx denote the unique function in U satisfying 
Vx(Xj) =f(Xj) (1 <j<n), and let fix=f-- vx. For 1 <i< n, let ui be the 
unique element of U satisfying ui(xj) = 6,j (1 <j d n). Then {zJ~}:=, is a 
basis for U. 
for 1 <ign, and 
vX(x) = 1 ftxi) ui(x)Y (5.2) 
;EK 
where K={j:x,~(c~+,, b) }. Since U is a WT-space, (5.1) implies that 
each ui changes sign weakly on x\ {x,}, and the uniqueness of U; and ox 
(as interpolants) and the splitting property for U imply that the closed 
support of each ui and ux is an interval. 
We now break the proof into a sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.3. ZfX~A;and #(Xr\(c,,b))=q, thenB,(cc,,,,changessign 
weakly on Xn (c,, b). 
ProoJ Write X=(xj)yzl where a<x,< ... <x,_,,<c~<x,-,,+~< 
. . . <x,,<b. Then ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is a basis for UJCcl,b, and for 
XE Cc,, bl, 
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Since o\ILc,,b3 is a WT-space, 8,y1 cc,,h, changes sign weakly on 
xn (Cl 2 b). I 
LEMMA 5.4. Let XE AL and adc<ddb. Then #(Xn(c,d))> 
dim UCc,d,. 
Prooj If #(Xn(c,d))<dim UCc,dl, then some u E UC,;,,\ (0) vanishes 
on Xn (c, d). By definition of IFJ~~,~,, u vanishes on X. This contradicts the 
fact that XEAL. 1 
The next lemma provides a means of creating new elements of AL from 
old ones. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let X=(X~)~=~EA~, 16kdn, and Y=(X\{xk})u{~}, 
where r E Int supp u,\X. Then YE AL. 
Proof: Write supPu,= [c,, cy]. Then [E(c,, c,), UkE UC9,rrl, and uk 
has no zero intervals in [c,, cy J. Assume Y $ Ah. Then some v E U\ (0) 
vanishes on Y. But by the nature of the basis {u, }r= i, v = auk for some 
nonzero constant a. Thus, uk vanishes on Y. By Lemma 5.4, uk has at least 
dim U,,,,,y, separated zeros in (c,, cy). Now ULCp,Cq3 is an A-space (see 
[7]). Also, Z(UcCp,C,,) n (cp, cq) = 0, for otherwise, UcCp,Cq, would decom- 
pose contradicting the UniqUeneSS Of uk. Now the zero Count for uk as an 
element of UcrD,(.q, violates Proposition 2.2. 1 
Of course, we prove that for each XE AL, fix changes sign weakly on X. 
To this end, let Ai = { XE AL : 6, does not change sign weakly on X} and 
assume that Ai # 0. Since Gx depends continuously on X over AL, the 
proof of Lemma 3.3 can be used to show that Ai is open. Let 
m=min(#(Xn(c,+,, b)):XEAi}. Now m>O for if Xn(c,+,,b)=@, 
then 8, =f would change sign weakly on X. Let Al = {XE Ai : 
# (Xn (c[+ ,, b)) = m and c,+ I $X}. Since AL is nonempty and open, Ai 
is also nonempty and open. 
LEMMA 5.6. If UE A:, -^ then supp vx is [a, b] or [c,, b]. 
ProoJ: We first assert that B, $ 0 on [c,, i, b]. Otherwise, we form Y 
by replacing one element of Xn (c,+ i, b) by cl+ i. By Lemma 5.5, YE Ai, 
and further ti ,, = B, does not change sign weakly on Y. So YE Ai which 
contradicts the minimality of m. -,. Next we show supp vx= [ci, b] for some 0 < i < I+ 1. If this fails to 
hold, then since cx f 0, fix has a zero interval in [c,, cl+, ] for some 
1 <j< I and is not identically zero on [a, c,]. But vx E -fix on [a, c,+ I], 
and since supp vx is an interval, vx = 0 on [cj, b]. But now 0 interpolates 
f on X contradicting the uniqueness of vx. 
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Finally, we show that i = 0 or 1. Suppose that 2 d i < I + 1. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis, C? 1 tL., ,b, is an A-space and thus (oIJCC,,bl)rC,,h7 is an 
A-space (see [7]). By the splitting property for 0, brC,,h, is an A-space. 
Furthermore, Z( oicCl,6, n (cj, 6) = Qr, for otherwise, UCC,,h, would decom- 
pose, violating the uniqueness of ux. By Proposition 2.2, # (Xn (c,, b)) < 
dim i?tr,,h, - 
,. 
1, and since UCC,,,h, is a WT-space, there exists 
GE orC,, bl\ (0) that changes sign weakly on Xn (c,, b). Since 6 E 0 on 
[a, ci], G changes sign weakly on X. Now since XE AL, G = ati, for some 
nonzero constant CI. Hence, tix changes sign weakly on X, which contradicts 
the fact that XE~$. m 
LEMMA 5.7. Let X= (xi),“=, E A:. For each E >O there exists 
Y=(y,);,,~dr such that max,,,Gn Ixj-yil <E and 0, has a sign change 
-1 at each point in Y n Int supp v ,,. 
Proof. We first examine the case where ti, & 0 on [a, cl] so that by 
Lemma 5.6, 8, has no zero intervals. If fix does not change sign at xj, 
choose 6 > 0 so that 0, has constant nonzero sign on (xi - 6, xi + a)\ { xj) 
and let crj be this sign. Since XE AL, we can find unique w E U so that for 
1 <j6n, 
W(Xj) = 
0 if d, changes ign at xi 
(5.3) -oj if fix does not change sign at x.,. 
Take E > 0 sufficiently small so that xj+ E <x,+ , - E (0 <j< n) where 
x,,=a and x,+, =6, x,~,+E<~,+~<x,_,+,-E, and if JJ~E(X,-&, 
xi+&) (l<j<n), then Y=(y,),“=,~d~. For r>O sufficiently small, 
G = tix + rw has a point of sign change in (xi - E, xj + E) (1 <j < n). For 
1 $ j 6 n, let y, be a point of sign change of G in (X,-E, x, + E). Then 
Y = (yj);, , E A: and 6 y = 6 has a sign change at each v,. 
If 0, = 0 on [a, cl], choose w to satisfy (5.3) for xi E (c,, b) and w(x,) = 0 
for Xj E X n (a, c I 1. Taking yj = xj if xj E (a, c, ] and the remaining JJ;S as in 
the first case we obtain YEA: with max,GjGn I-xj-yjl <E where 0, 
changes sign at each yj~ (ci, 6). If ti, 0 on [a, c,], we are done. If 0, f 0 
on [a, c,], we simply apply the first case with X replaced with Y. 1 
LEMMA 5.8. Let XE A: where 0, has a sign change at each point in 
-1 Xn Int supp uX. Then B,J Co,r,+,, changes sign weakly on X n (a, c, + , ). 
Proof: 
-1 Since fi, has a sign change at each xj in Xn Int supp ox, it suf- 
lices to show that 0, has no additional zeros in (a, ~,+~)n Int Supp 6,. -^ Suppose that 6,(t) = 0 for some 5 E ((a, cl+ i) n Int supp vx)\X. By (5.2), 
- < E Int supp uk for some X~E (cl+,, b). By Lemma5.5, Y=(X\{x,})u 
{t } E A:. Furthermore By = tix does not change sign weakly on Y since it 
changes sign at xk. So YE A:, which contradicts the minimality of m. 1 
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Let~=max{#(Xn(c,,h)):X~d:}. By Lemma5.4, #(X~(U,C,))> 
dim UC,,.,, = n - q and thus # (Xn (c,, b)) G q for XE d;. Thus p < 9. 
LEMMA 5.9. p=q. 
Proof. Assume that p < 4. Choose XE A: where # (Xn (c,, b)) = p. 
Since Ai:’ is open, we may assume that c, $X. By Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, we 
may assume that ti,I rU, (‘,+ ,, changes sign weakly on Xn (a, c,+ ,). Now 
#(Xn(a,c,))=n-p>n-q=dim U,,.,,. Thus for some x~E(u,c,), 
uk f 0 on [c,, h]. By Lemma 5.6, we may choose 5 E (c,, cl+ ,), where 
tiX(<)uk(5)#0. By Lemma5.5, Y=(X\{x,})u {~}EAL. Now define 
a=(-l)‘+u on [x,,x,+,)(O<j<n) where ~,,=a and x,,+r=6, and 
v = + 1 is chosen so that a([) dx({) > 0. Recall that uk changes weakly sign 
on X\{xk}. Let i&= fu, so that CJZ& 30 on [x,, h). Since XE A:, 
a(x) Gx(x) < 0 for some x E (cl+, , h). 
Let til= 0, - rUk, where r>O is chosen so that S(t)=O. Then G=z?,. 
Suppose that IG changes sign weakly on Y. Note that (T(X) G(x) = 
a(x) G,(x) - Ye z&(x) < 0 for x as above. Thus oci, < 0 on [t, h), 00 3 0 
on [x,, <), and a& < 0 on (a, xk). But c-J(x~) R(x,) = --Iv(x~) iik(xk) < 0, a 
contradiction. Thus B does not change sign weakly on Y and so y E At. But 
since t # cl+, , YE A,‘:’ which contradicts the maximality of p. 1 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 5.1, we employ Lemma 5.9 to obtain 
XE A: so that #(Xn (c,, b) =q. By Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, we may assume 
that 8,1 ra,<,+,, changes sign weakly on Xn (a, c,+~). But by Lemma 5.3, 
d,J cc,,bl changes sign weakly on Xn (cr , 6). Hence v^, changes sign weakly 
on X. This is a contradiction, and thus A,: = 0. Thus 0 is a WT-space. The 
proof is now complete. 1 
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